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ABSTRACT 
One of the significant applications of image classification is 

the medical field in which the abnormal brain tumor images 

are categorized prior to treatment planning. Accurate 

identification of the type of the brain abnormality is highly 

essential since the treatment planning is different for all the 

brain abnormalities. Any false detection may lead to a wrong 

treatment which ultimately leads to fatal results. By 

employing the Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) 

graph and thereby extracting the values of the metabolites 

from the graph one can classify the tumor based on the values 

of metabolites. The aim of this research is to identify brain 

tumour disease pattern from MRS images to perform 

differential diagnosis. The authors have employed the use of 

the Naïve –Bayes and J48 classifier for identification of the 

disease pattern from the three metabolite ratios. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
MRS is an important technique widely used by all radiologists 

as one of the method for diagnosing and evaluating common 

brain tumours.MRS can show abnormal findings in nearly 

100% of brain tumors and in some instances it can be used for 

differential diagnosis of brain tumours [1][2].  

The amount of metabolite is calculated with respect to the 

area under its spectrosgraphic peak.If the area is larger it 

indicates that the substance present is more.[3]   

 

Figure 1: Sample metabolites used for tumor classification 

 

1.1 MR Imaging Evaluation 
In each patient ,axial T1-weighted,T2-weighted FSE, and fast 

fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images were 

obtained. After intravenous administration of gadolinium 

contrast-enhanced T1 weighted SE sequences were obtained 

in axial, coronal and sagittal planes. Multiecho multiplanar 

sequences through the brain were carried out both before and 

after administration of IV contrast. Multi-voxel spectroscopic 

data were obtained in all patients. As data was collected from 

multiple sources the scanning parameters for some images 

differed and for T2 sagittals and coronals and T1, T2, GRE 

and FLAIR were obtained. Diffusion DW images and single-

voxel spectroscopy (35/144 TE) were obtained for some 

instances. 

2. MATERIALS 
A study population comprising of one hundred and twenty 

three patients collected from four different hospitals are 

classified into the three tumour classes (Benign, Malignant 

and Infection)  using metabolites present in MRS graph. They 

were further evaluated for diagnosing the type of tumour 

disease Pattern .Metabolic peaks used in the differentiation of 

the different tumour types are shown in fig 1.The prominent 

metabolites used are NAA at 2.02 ppm, Cho at 3.22 ppm, Cr 

at 3.01 ppm. Metabolite ratios of NAA/Cho, NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr 

and NAA/Cho are calculated for classifying the tumour into 

the three classes defined as  benign, malignant and infectious 

diseases. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Figure 2:Proposed Architecture of the system 
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As shown in fig.2 the MRS images are collected from various 

hospitals. As storage of data in the form of images consumes 

space hence by applying different techniques as discussed in 

the next section the relevant metabolites are extracted from 

the images and stored in any CSV file. After that either CSV 

file itself or a .arff file as in our case is created and it is given 

as input to the various classification algorithms. The results 

are evaluated by different performance metrics like sensitivity 

and specificity. The result is the number of patients identified 

and classified into the appropriate three classes.   

4. TECHNIQUES 

4.1 J48 
J48 algorithm steps [4] 

1. Assume attributes are numerical.  

2. Now Tree is constructed in a top-down recursive manner  

3. At start, all the training examples are at the root  

4. Examples are partitioned recursively based on selected 

attributes  

5. Attributes are selected on the basis of an impurity 

function (e.g., information gain) 

Entropy = ∑ − pi log2 pi  (1)  

The algorithm stops when any of the following conditions for 

stopping partitioning are met:-  

1. All examples for a given node belong to the same 

class.  

2. There are no remaining attributes for further 

partitioning  majority class is the leaf  

3. There are no examples left 

4.2 Naive Bayes  Classification 
Bayesian Probability theory is used to judge the truth of the 

hypothesis of the given data.[5] The truth of the Hypothesis is 

carried out by checking some combination of values of 

attributes which classifies the instance to some class .This is 

carried out using Bayes rule:- 

P (H/D) =P (D/H) *P (H) / P (D)  (2) 

Here D is instance to check 

H is hypothesis 

And term P (D/H) is likelihood function. 

This is a statistical method of learning and it reflects what we 

have learned about the validity of the hypothesis by 

considering the data. 

5. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT 

DISCUSSIONS 
The values of the metabolite ratios such as 

NAA/Cr,NAA/Cho and Cho/Cr play an important role in 

brain tumour classification. [6][7]As shown in table normal 

and abnormal values used in classification are depicted.All 

research in the field indicates that the metabolite NAA 

decreases in almost all brain tumours and Cho increases 

which thereby leads in increased value for the ratio Cho/NAA.    

 

 

 

Table 1: Metabolite ratios 

Metabolite ratio Normal Abnormal 

NAA/Cho 1.6 <1.2 

NAA/Cr 2.0 <1.6 

Cho/Cr 1.2 >1.5 

 

Table 2: Range of values used in classifying tumor types 

and grades. 

Cho Naa Cr2 Cr Naa/

Cho 

Cho

/Cr 

Naa

/cr 

Result 

14 9.84 5.46 6.46 .70 2.16 1.52 Malign

ant 

10 19.7 4.61 11.2

2 

1.97 .891 1.75 Benign 

3.9 3.37 3.63 2.78 .86 1.4 1.2 Infectio

n 

In data classification, the classifier is evaluated by a confusion 

matrix. The model performance is assessed by using the 

metrics true positive rate (sensitivity), false positive rate, 

specificity, precision and f-measure [8]. The words sensitivity 

and specificity have their original screening tests for diseases. 

Sensitivity is defined as the probability that the test says a 

person has the disease when in fact they do have the disease. 

Sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN)   (3) 

Specificity is defined as the probability that the test says a 

person does not have the disease when in fact they are disease 

free. 

Specificity=TN/(TN+FP)   (4) 

Table 3: Training Dataset Mean values for all instances  

Classes Mean 

Cho/Naa 

Mean 

Cho/Cr 

Mean 

Naa/Cr 

 Benign 0.565 0.857 1.5 

Malignant 3.172 1.574 0.529 

Infection 18.702 1.687 0.103 

Table 4: Test Dataset Mean values for all instances  

Classes Mean 

Cho/Naa 

Mean 

Cho/Cr 

Mean 

Naa/Cr 

Benign 0.494 0.883 1.506 

Malignant 3.412 2.344 0.744 

Infection 19.817 2.293 0.133 

 

Table 5: Sample of rules for malignant class disease  

If NAA/CHO <.63 and NAA/Cr<0.78 then tumor disease 

type is malignant_ perilesional meloma 

If NAA/CHO <.63 and CHO/Cr>=1.31 and NAA/Cr <0.78 

then tumor disease type is malignant_ metastatic deposits 

If NAA/CHO<0.24 and CHO/Cr<0.4 then tumor disease 

type is malignant_ischemic_pathology 
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Table 6:Sample of rules for benign disease  

If NAA/CHO>=1.74 and CHO/Cr<0.83 then tumor disease 

type is benign_tuberculoma  

If NAA/CHO>=1.35 then  tumor disease type is 

benign_encephallitic_pathology 

If NAA/CHO<0.24 and CHO/Cr>=0.4 then tumor disease 

type is benign_epidermoid  

 

Table 7: Sample of rules for benign disease  

If NAA/CHO<.11 and CHO/Cr<1.05 then  tumor disease 

type is infection_ischemic_pathology 

If NAA/CHO<.11 and CHO/Cr>=1.05 then  tumor disease 

type is infection_tuberculous_granulomatrus 

5.1 Receiver Operating Characteristic 

curve (or ROC curve.): 
Receiver operating curve is used to plot true positive rate 

against false positive rate. As seen in the figures 3-6 as the 

curve is closer to the left hand border it indicates that our tests 

for the three classes are more accurate. 

 

Figure 3: ROC for malignant Class by Naïve Bayes 

Classifier 

 

Figure 4: ROC for malignant Class by j48 Classifier 

 

Figure 5: ROC for benign Class by Naïve Bayes Classifier 

 

Figure 6: ROC for benign Class by j48 Classifier 

5.2 K-fold cross validation 
Here the dataset was divided into 10 subsets and the holdout 

method was repeated 10 times.In each iteration one of the 

subset was employed as test data and the remaining k-1 

subsets were used for training purposes.This leads in 

calculation of average error across all trials.The advantage of 

this method is that every instance is used as both test and train 

data resulting in reducing the variance as k increases.[10]   

Table 5: Sample of instances depicted of Malignant, 

Benign and Infection type for 10 * Cross Validation 

inst# actual predicted error Prediction 

1 2:Benign 2:Benign   1 

2 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.97 

3 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.865 

4 2:Benign 2:Benign   1 

5 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.968 

1 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.976 

2 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.955 

3 2:Benign 2:Benign   1 

4 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.959 

5 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.959 

1 2:Benign 2:Benign   1 

2 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.994 

3 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.963 

4 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.966 

5 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.872 

1 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.976 

2 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.955 
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3 2:Benign 2:Benign   1 

4 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.959 

5 2:Benign 2:Benign   0.959 

 

Figure 7: ROC Curve for malignant class with 

accurracy=0.8254 obtained by 10 fold cross validation for 

Naïve Bayes algorithm 

 

Figure 8: ROC Curve for benign class with 

accurracy=0.8369 obtained by 10 fold cross validation for 

Naïve Bayes algorithm 

 

Figure 9: ROC Curve for infection class with 

accurracy=1.0 obtained by 10 fold cross validation for 

Naïve Bayes algorithm 

6. CONCLUSION 
The approach of J48 was used to generate rules for the tumor 

disease pattern. The rules were statistically verified by Naïve 

Bayes Algorithm. Furthermore the entire results were 

validated using 10 fold cross-validation. Both the results gave 

accuracy from 85-95% and 100% for infection class which 

was additionally incorporated to malignant and benign 

classes. This study was able to narrow down the range of 

values for the metabolite ratios in determining of tumor 

disease pattern. The results  are promising and leaves much 

scope for exploration of not only similarly other brain tumor 

disease patterns but that these techniques can be used for other 

medical diagnostic applications too. This was a maiden 

attempt by authors in narrowing down the values for 

metabolite ratios that can enable them in generating rules for 

diseases in each category.This identification is based only on 

values of metabolite ratios which the authors have extracted 

by using optical character recognition techniques. Also in this 

research only three prominent metabolites were taken under 

consideration namely NAA, Cho and Cr. As this is an initial 

exploration into identification of disease patterns from 

spectroscopic peaks further research into this area can take 

into consideration other metabolites like lipids and glutamine 

etc for identifying other patterns as there are more than 

hundred plus type of brain tumors.      
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